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    DISTRICT:- NAGAON,         

    IN THE COURT OF S.D.J.M. (HOJAI), AT SANKARDEV NAGAR, NAGAON.

   Present:-Shri Ajoy Kumar Basumatary, 

B.Sc.(Hons), B.A., AJS,

        S.D.J.M.(Hojai).

                     G.R.Case. No.2442/2015, 

         State of Assam.  ……Complainant.

                   -V-

        Abdul Basit.    .….…Accused person. 

 

Ld. Counsel of the Prosecution:-     Abdul Hasib, Ld. Addl. P. P. Ass.

Ld. Counsel of the Accused person:- R. W. Choudhury, HJI Bar. Ass.

Date of evidences record:- 19/11/2016

Date of Argument:- 19/11/2016

Date of Judgment:- 19/11/2016

Date of Judgment delivered:- 19/11/2016

               

J U D G M E N T

1) The  Prosecution  story,  in  brief  is  like  that  on  23-1-2015,  the 

Security-in charge of the Ajmal Foundation, Hojai, Shri Gokul Ch. Borah 

lodged an ejahar against the accused in the P.S. –Hojai stating inter-alia 

that on 27-11-2015 at about 10.10pm, at Dakhin Ashinagar, the accused 
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was caught red-handed by the staff of Ajmal Foundation while he was 

collection cash amount of Rs.100/- & Rs.200/- in the name of  Ajmal 

Foundation  from  various  persons  for  providing  the  persons  various 

aid/assistance  through  the  Ajmal  Foundation.  Informant  had  handed 

over the accused before the Police station. Accused was misrepresenting 

himself, falsely as an employee of Ajmal Foudation and cheated the local 

people of Ashinagar. 

2) The FIR/ ejahar was registered and the police investigated into the 

matter and after completion of their investigation, submitted a Charge-

sheet U/S-420 of IPC against the accused.

3) The  Cognizance  on  the  Offence  of  the  Charge-sheer  has  been 

taken against the accused for necessary trial. Accused had to remain in 

jail for few days during the period of investigation. He was allowed to 

remain on bail.

The copies was furnished to the accused U/S-207 of Cr. P. C. and 

the particular of the charge /offence of Section-420 of IPC has also been 

explained and read over to the accused, to which he pleaded not guilty 

and claimed to be trial.

4)      POINT FOR DETERMINATION

Whether the accused had committed the offences of Section-420 

of IPC, as allegations brought by the prosecution side and thereby he is 

punishable U/S-420 of IPC or not?

5)    DISCUSSION, REASONS AND DECISIONS THEREOF:-

The prosecution has adduced the evidence of the informant only 

as PW1. The informant has stated that he had filed this case due to 
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misunderstanding. He has no grudge against the accused and he wishes 

that the accused may be acquitted from this case. 

Ld.  Counsel  of  both  the  sides  prayed  had  submitted  that  the 

further evidences would not improve the prosecution case. They prayed 

to dispose of the case. Ld. Counsel for the accused has submitted that 

the accused is innocent. Considering the evidences available with the 

record, the examination of the accused U/S-313 of Cr. P. C. is dispensed 

with in this case. The evidence was closed at the wish of both the sides. 

Moreover, it is a case of compoundable in-nature with the leave of the 

court. It is apparent from the evidences that the prosecution has failed 

to prove this case. Accordingly the accused deserves acquittal  in this 

case. The accused is acquitted accordingly. The above point has been 

decided in negative, in favour of the accused.

6)           O-R-D-E-R

                 Accused is acquitted and his bail bond shall remain in force 

till 6(six) from today as per Section-437(A) of Cr.P.C.. 

7)           The I.O. is directed to dispose all the seized articles, if any 

in due course of time as per law.

              Inform the I.O. Accordingly.

         P.S.I. to take step.

8)   The Judgment is delivered with sign and seal of the court on 19-

11-2016 at Sankardev Nagar, Hojai.
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9)      This case is disposed of accordingly.

      

 (A. Kr. Basumatary, AJS)

                S.D.J.M. HOJAI.

APPENDIX-

10)  PW1:---- Gakul Ch. Borah/informant.

 (A. Kr. Basumatary, AJS)

S.D.J.M. HOJAI.
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